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M'idterm Eram rtZ Soluti,ons

1. Some short questions. (18 points)
Please answer the following short questions with a few sentences and/or equations.

(a) what is the wiedemann-Franz law? what role does this law play in our understanding of metals? (Spts)
(b) Describe the Hall effect. What can we learn about a metal from a Hall measurement? (B pts)
(c) Explain the origin of thermal expansion of solids. (B pts)
(d) Name the mechanism of crystal binding and roughly the cohesive energy (in ev/atom) for the followingcrystal types: van der Waals, ionic, metallic and covalent. (  pts)

Solution

(a) The Wiedemann-Franz law states that the ratio of the thermal K to electrical conductivity o in a metalis proportional to temperature, or

K 12 / ko\2
oT:const:e(;J

and its validity supports the picture of an erectron ga,s in metals.
(b) The Hatl effect is the development of a voltage difference across the j- x -d direction which appears when

we place a conductor carrying current i in u magnetic field E. Thl quantity measured in experiment
is the Hall coefficient

DEalrLH: j'B:-"'

which gives us information about the sign of the charge carrier in the material (electrons or holes) andthe value of the carrier number density.
(c) Thermal expansion of solids comes from the anharmonic crystal interactions, which increase the averagelattice constant as a functionof temperature.
(d) The mechanism of crystal binding is:

i' van der Waals: comes from mutually induced electric dipole moments between two atoms. Small
cohesive energy, in the order of 10 meV/atom.

ii' ionic: the two atoms (e.g. Na, Cl) exchange one or more eiectrons to fill their valence orbitals and
then the ions (e.g. Na+, Cl-) attract each other through the Coulomb interaction. The cohesive
energy is approximatelly 1 eV/atom

iii' metallic: valence electrons escape the attraction of their atoms and delocalize (extend their wave-
function over the entire crystal), thus lowering their kinetic energy. The charge density in metalsis approximatelly homogeneous. Cohesive energies are at about ieV/atom
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iv. covalent: atomic orbitals from different atoms mix, creating bonding and antibonding molecular or-
bitals. The electrons lower their energy due to delocalization. The charge density is inhomogenious,
mostly concentrated along the bond directions. The cohesive energy is several eVs per atom.

2, (12 points)

(a) CdI2,PbI2 and SnS2, each crystallizes with one molecule (three atoms) per unit cell. The eiements are in
the following columns of the periodic table: Cd II, I-VII, Pb-IV, S-VI and Sn-IV. Use arguments based
on band theory (assuming no band overlaps) to determine if these materials are metals or insulators.
For each compound give the number of filled and half-filled bands. (6 pts)

(b) At room temperature and above, the electrical resistivity p(T) of metals in general increases linearly
with increasing temperature, i.e. p(T) - T. using what you have learned in this class, explain the
physical origin of this common phenomenon. That is, what is the dominant mechanism for resistivity
at this temperature? Why does it have a linear 7 dependence? (6 pts)

Solution

(a) The index of the periodic element column gives us the number of valence electrons, i.e. Cd has 2 valence
electrons, I has 7, Pb has 4, S has 6 and Sn has 4. Therefore, for the above materials:

i. CdI2: 2electronsfrom Cd* 2times TfromI:16electrons, thus8filledand0half-filledbands,
thus insulator.

ii. PbI2: 4electronsfromPb * 2timesTfroml:18electrons, thusg filledand0half-fllledbands,
thus insulator.

iii. SnS2: 4electronsfromSn * 2times6fromS:16electrons, thusBfilledand0half-fil1edbands,
thus insulator.

(b) At room temperature, which is greater than the Debye temperature, the main source of resistivity, 1r,

the material is the scattering of electrons by phonons. The rate of this scattering process is proportional
to the density of phonons, which is proportionai to temperature. Therefor" ,ph x T + p x T.

3. Two-dimensional electron gas (10 points)

The 2D electron gas systems have provided many interesting phenomena in condensed matter physics such
as the quantum Hall effect. For a two-dimensional free electron gas with number density n:

(a) What is the expression for the Fermi wavevector kp and Fermi energy Ep? (A pts)
(b) Derive an expression for the electron density of states D(E).(3 pts)
(c) What is the temperature dependence for the electron heat capacity of such a system at low temperature

and why? (3 pts)

Solution

(a) The number of states with wavevector less than k is

V .,nk2 V -,I/(k) : 2' ",': - kz(2t)z 2r
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and the number of states with energy less than E is

V 2m,E
.^/(E) : 2"_p_

Therefore, the Fermi wavevector is given by N(kp) : ly', or kF : lriNQ and, Ep : *k?:
The density of states is given by

D(E):#:+#:const
(c) At Iow temperatures, the number of electrons which are thermally active is ,n/fr. These electrons are

the ones near the Fermi level. The other electrons at lower energies are frozen out and do not contribute
to thermal motion. The average energy for each of these particles is kpT, thus U * N# x 72 and
Cv xT.

4. Electronic band structure (12 points)

(a) The Kronig-Penney model (8 pts)
In the text and in class we derived the following expression for the energy disparsion relation E(k) for
an electron moving in a one-dimensional periodic potential

where a is the lattice constant, P is a positive parameter and K : tH
Assuming P ( 1, obtain an explicit relation for -E vs. ,k in the limit k -* 0. How is it different from
the free electron dispersion relation?

(b) Bands of a simple square lattice (7 pts)
For a two-dimensional simple square lattice with iattice constant o) use the empty lattice approximation
to draw the energy band structure (i.e. e vs. [) in the red.uced zone scheme along the (10) and the
(11) directions for the lowest few bands.

Solution

(a) Starting from

andgiven P<l andk---0wefindthat0+cosKa:1,or Ka =0,thereforeKa issmallandwecan
Taylor expand the sine and cosine terms near zero:

h2r N,nv

(*)sin Ka t cos Ka : coska

(*)sin Ka * cos Ka : cos ka

/ P \ -- (Ka\2 (ka)2

\*)Ka*l-; -1-t*

D (Ko)' (k")' ^ (Ko)2 _(kr)2 D: 2mE _,-z , 2P ^ - _h'k' , rt2P
- 2 2 2 2 h.'2 a2 2m'nra2



For a 2D lattice and in the repeated zone scheme, the energy bands are going to be given by E*,c :
*ft * i)2 where fr :Zt@i + til.Therefore

Ek...t: *10. -T' * (ro -r+))
For the lowest bands, we need to consider the lowest d vectors, i.e. the set (n,l) where n : -1,0,1
and l: -1,0,1. For these values, the band structure along the (10) direction is plotted in the graph
below:
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and along the (11) direction
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is plotted in the graph below:
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